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Brickyard Legends Team present :
March BMW M1 Gr5 & GTX

The BMW M1 was originally conceived to be a challenger to the supremacy of Porsche in 1970s international sports car
racing. However delays with the manufacture and homologation of the car, meant that it was too late on the racing scene
to make much of a mark in the history books. None-the-less a few different parties tried their hand at their own privateer
Group 5 M1 builds, such as Sauber, Oreca and March.
BMW commissioned March to build a Group 5 version of its supercar. Many people would be surprised by this fact.
Providing considerably more scope for development than Group 4, Group 5 dictated little more than a vague
resemblance between a racing car and the 400 road-going machines on which they were based. March's chief designer,
Robin Herd, led the exciting programme, BMW Motorsport taking responsibility for the engine whilst everything else was
done in England on their behalf. These two companies had already forged a successful alliance in Formula 2 and sports
car racing, March having been granted exclusive use of BMW's two-litre powerplant during the early 1970's.
For this car, John Gentry created an all-new aluminium monocoque that was much lighter and stronger than before. It
had been designed to initially accomodate the familiar Group 4 spec motor although an 800bhp twin turbocharged unit
was in development back in Germany. As the full house engine wouldn't be available until after the 1979 Le Mans, a
short-term measure saw Rand Linger of Freiburg supply 480bhp versions of the straight six mated to a Hewland LG600
gearbox. The striking bodywork was fabricated from a mixture of lightweight aluminium and composite and resembled the
production M1 in just its basic outline, this thanks mainly to a massive new front spoiler, stretched tail and extended
wings. 2 cars were effectively built and run in IMSA.
- two physics sets :
MARCH_M1GTX.HDC - IMSA GTX
MARCH_M1.HDC - WCM Group 5

- the mod is linked to GTC-TC-76 class and the BMW CSL.

Credits :
- papag21 : 3d, mapping, file structure, templates, skins
- greg7 : physics
- jandri : sounds

Installation instructions:
- extract folder to X:/GTL/

NOTE : sounds not included but can be found at BLT's BMW M1 Procar mod

-visit our site http://brickyard-legends-team.com/ for information, previews and a large media section for the GTR2 mod

Enjoy
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Thanks guys!
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Bin mit auto impresioniert,danke fur harte arbeit ;)

I am impressed with the car ,thank you for all the hard work ;) Keep them coming ;) 


MFG / KR, Valentino
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